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TA CR: Upgrade to G Suite Business
 

TA CR teamed up with AppSatori a Czech-based Google Cloud
Partner. “AppSatori had comparable prices with the competition
however their excitement for cloud technologies and never ending
patience were their main advantages,” says Kubicek, Head of IT.

The challenge
Back in 2019 TA CR was standing in front of an important
infrastructure decision. Since the agency had grown they used the
whole potential of G Suite Basic and therefore decided to upgrade to
G Suite Business. Eventhough TA CR is a state agency they are trying
to set an example for others in the usage of Cloud technologies. It was
crucial to make sure everything fits within legislation.

The solution
AppSatori helped TA CR with easy and quick upgrade to G Suite
Business. Nowadays the agency has 320 G Suite Business licenses
and the number is growing every year. Throughout our collaboration
we trained more than 100 employees. AppSatori also prepared custom
app for the board of directors. We also recommended usage of
Hangouts Meet Hardware for remote cooperation.

The results
„One of the main advantages of G Suite Business licenses was shared
drives. Due to legislation we have to save our data in EU region,“ says
Vladimir Kubicek the Head of IT in TA CR. Other advantages for IT
teams are world-class security and reliability as well as savings on
infrastructure costs because there is no need for extra administration.
Everything runs smoothly and without flaws.

Ease of use, focus on clean design and intuitiveness
those are the main advantages that G Suite offers its
users. TA CR's collaboration with AppSatori and
Google was such a good example that it inspired other
public authorities such as Ministry of the Agriculture or
Ministry of the Environment to use Google's tools. With
Google their work has become much more efficient
and easy.

About Technologická agentura CR
TACR is an organizational unit of the state
founded in 2009. It simplifies the state support of
applied research and experimental development.
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